Stassen, Dulles to Survey Europe First-Hand After Ike Takes Office

Performers Talk It Over

More Space Needed, Says School Head

'Birthday on Ice' Impressive In Opening of Five-Day Run

Wilson, Scott To Pick Heads For Aqua Show

Wide-Spread Flu Outbreak Hits Southwest

Sign Up Now

Poor Writers Barred From Graduation

J-Hop Tickets On Sale Soon; Juniors First

Pre-Law Club Plans Address By Walter Estes

Sushi Gets Slippery Cold Spell Returns to Campus

John Brown's Wit Style Please MSC Audience

Education Staff To Attend Convoy

Bessom Sue Bus Company For Accident

RSSS

Bennett to Speak To Lansing PTA

Youth Admits Axe Slaying of Mother

Engineers to Hear Foundryman Tonight

John Brown's Wit Style Please MSC Audience
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Editorially

Success for STUN?

What's that commotion about STUN? Is it that the AWS office where the students on the football tickets? Even when someone is in the office they rarely know about the working of STUN!

Or maybe that the owner of the book, for which you bought a card has lost school four terms ago? How about the fact that the person you contact doesn't have the book any longer?

Are these legitimate criticisms? What is lacking is the set up of STUN. "Student Tents, Ever and Now"?

STUN has a difficult time contacting persons to see if they own the books for which books have been filled out. If the students do not call in when they sell a book without a student knows that the book is no longer for sale.

Another problem is failure to register books by the student. The demand for books exceed the supply by a tremendous amount.

Correction is the only way to succeed for STUN. Final students have to register the books they desire to sell, second, they have to report back to office when they sell a book to someone without a card, and third, the students have to be interested in selling books.

Worthy Project

It might be a good idea for the A-Hay committee to give the editor of the University of Toronto Campus Collegian a free ticket to the game. In a column in his paper, the editor laments, the Student Council for suggesting that changes be brought into college dining.

As far as this here, it has been recommended that changes be introduced at Toronto because of the expense. Says the editor, "Council has made some ridiculous recommendations for the cost and this certainly helps them all. We certainly would take more than an set of Student Council to succeed in our free lunch school functions."

We wonder if a trip to MICH might enlighten him.
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AUTOMOTIVE

FOR SALE

PERSONAL

For Sale:

- Car
- House
- Furniture

WANTED

- Car
- House
- Furniture
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**Baseball Meeting**

Sported coach Joe Katz announced a meeting of the baseball club in Room 302 of the Engineering Building at 7 p.m. today for those interested in attending.

**Biggie Returns**

- **For A White**
  - Nazir Maroney, back at home in New York, judging in the exhibitions. With him is a large group of friends, including E. E. Gordon, the manager of the team.

**Yankees Edge Spartans as Team of Year**

- The Yankees edge the Spartans as the team of the year, according to the poll of the Michigan Association of College Administrators.

**IM Schedule**

- **See Them All**
  - Delta Upsilon, Kappa Kappa, Gamma Eta, Lambda Kappa, Delta Upsilon, Phi Mu, Sigma Chi, Alpha Phi, and Gamma Delta.

**Sigma Chi Fraternity**

Cardially invites all men interested in Fraternity living to a rush smoker.

**RUSH SMOKER**

**Phi Kappa Sigma**

315 Albert St.

JANUARY 16TH

1:30-3:00 P.M.

Across from the Bus Terminal
Reds Arrest
Nine Doctors

Trade-in.

Cast Chosen
For TV Play
'The Father'

Red Planes Told
To Avoid Japan

Uranium Tests
Subsidized At Michigan

Help Wanted

1011 E. Calhoun, Ann Arbor

BERMUDA HOLIDAY

for

Spring Recess
March 25 - April 1
7 Days
6 Nights
Tours

College Travel Office
Union Mills, Clio